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feetfirst

‘Hometown’

– is it simply where you’re from? Or the place
where you feel you most belong?
Is it the town in which you grew up? The place you had your first kiss,
learned to drive, went to high school, first got arrested, and where you now
go every Thanksgiving for free turkey and the hopes that mom will do a load of
laundry? Or can it be anywhere you hang your hat (and skis, skateboard, bike,
tools, and empties, all in the same 4X3 foot entrance to your rental unit)?
Some of us are lucky enough to have been playing in these mountains our
whole lives, our childhoods spent launching five-foot cliffs off the edge of Honeycomb or losing entire afternoons exploring the Peak to Creek trees.
Others were born to live in the mountains; it just took them 18 or 20 years
to get here. They never fit in the suburbs or the city jobs or the Prairie scenery
and now, in a snowy valley in the Coast Mountains, they’ve found the place
where they’re happiest, most relaxed, and at ease with themselves and their
surroundings.
A mountain community is just that – a community. We’re almost all on the
same page, we stick together through tragedy, we celebrate success arm in
arm. Sure, there are thousands of people arriving here every Friday afternoon
only to ship out Sunday night but many of them are not so different from us full
timers – they just have more money than we do, enough to afford a ‘second’
hometown. Born here, or reborn, we all feel the same way when we head up
the Sea to Sky highway or drop down off the Duffy Lake Road – home.
Nowhere is perfect, however, and our hometown has its problems too –
an ever-growing faction of greedheads, freeloaders, and blow-ins looking to
exploit, cash in, and move on. But these elements are generally easy to spot
and avoid. This is our home after all, and we know the secret passageways
and the shortcuts, the back doors and the people manning them. We hold the
hometown advantage.
This issue is the last before the Olympics roll into our quiet mountain town. I
think we should all take a deep breath, look around, crank some quiet turns off
the peak in December then hit up a few good après sessions with the people
we love. The five-week traffic jam is coming, for better or for worse, but after
that it will be gone, and the make-work projects will be finished and the cheers
will have all drifted off into the hills. But we will still be here, at home.
So spend some time enjoying that home early this winter. It’s difficult to
have a hometown advantage if you don’t even know what and who your hometown really is.

Bralorne Community Rink.
MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

Brian Johnson, 1990. FEET BANKS PHOTO.

–Feet Banks

Après begins now. DAGAN BEACH PHOTO.

Greg Morris, 1991. Feet Banks Photo.
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Feet and Jon,
I hope this note finds you guys well!
Congratulations on a very slick issue
of Mountain Life, truly. We will
distribute them proudly in all of our
office locations in Whistler.
Regarding the “1% For The
Planet” article (Summer 2009 issue).
This is a very cool organization and
one that I have followed for quite
some time.
To be a member of 1% FTP, however, you donate 1% of your total
sales, not 1% of your net profit as
was written in the article. Obviously these are two very different
things. Just thought I should bring
that to your attention as a point of
clarification. I congratulate Whistler River Adventures for pursuing
this commitment and I applaud you
guys for running a story on it. Very
cool and this is one area where the
more people are talking about it
the better. At Outdoor Adventures
Whistler (and sister companies) we
are moving in a similar but slightly
different direction with a commitment to being 100% carbon neutral.
Have a great summer and once
again, congrats on a sweet issue.
We are happy to be a part of it.
Joey Houssian
President
Outdoor Adventures at Whistler

Thanks Joey, our bad. But we’ll
make it up to ya. Starting this issue
Mountain Life is also joining the 1%
For The Planet campaign and we
highly recommend everyone else
jump on board as well. Learn more
at onepercentfortheplanet.org
			

Good? Bad?

High Praise
Hey Feet,
I picked up the current issue
of Mountain Life last night, and
stopped dead in my tracks when I
saw you were editing it.
I gave it a good peruse this
morning and I've got to say, nicely
done. Looks to me like a solid book,
and one with huge potential.
Wicked photography too - I like
that super grainy alpine shot of
yours online.
And how about that BW heli shot
of Rich Glass's?
Anyway, I'll look forward to more.
Doug Perry
W1 Inc.
Vancouver

Thanks Doug. One of the awesome
things about working in these small
mountain communities is that everyone knows everyone else, or
has at least seen them around a
few times. So when we get mail, it’s
often a chance to connect with old
acquaintances or buddies. Doug
is the mastermind that created the
World Ski and Snowboard Festival
and I used to serve him a lot when
I worked at Sushi Village. You can
learn a lot about someone by how
they treat their servers. Doug is a
stand-up guy.

We want to know what you think! Write to us at
feedback@mountainlifepublishing.com
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Peter Harvey makes movies on the edge. Paige harley photo.

The Hometown Effect
By Mikey Nixon
If life were more like comic books, perhaps we could trace the athleticism of
Whistler residents to a rogue chunk of extraterrestrial matter that launched
headlong into the depths of Alta Lake, drenching the entire town with an
elixir that bestowed superhuman abilities upon the founders of the
mountain community. Since that’s not actually the case, we can likely
explain Whistler’s prowess with one simple fact: people are a product of
their environment.
Whether it’s 25-foot cliffs within a few metres of the ‘green’ runs on
Whistler/Blackcomb or a 20-foot creek gap that the local mountain bikers
are clearing as casually as most people hop off a curb, Sea to Sky country
is full of highly technical riding. And when obstacles like these are
scattered throughout your backyard, it doesn’t take a supernatural conspiracy to explain why people who grow up here are able to develop into
ridiculously talented athletes.
That’s the basis of Peter Harvey’s documentary, Growing Up Whistler,
which focuses on Whistler-bred Olympians and their quest for gold. “This
is a very unique place,” says Harvey. “It’s a mountain culture that’s very
sports-driven and very competitive. The training facilities, the school
programs and the community are perfect for growing Olympic athletes.”
Of course, Pete’s a product of that same environment and Growing Up
Whistler reflects not only the athletes’ upbringing, but Harvey’s as well.
Being born and raised in Whistler gave him the drive to become a filmmaker,
a career that’s taken him across the country to Toronto where he currently
works and lives. In the past year, Harvey has production-managed six short
films, a feature horror movie and a TV pilot but says he’s extra stoked on
the opportunity to both produce and direct this homegrown project.
“I love making films and I know how to do basically every job on set. I
feel that if you know how to do everything, it makes you a better director.
You know what needs to happen in order to get that shot.”

Pete believes both his and the athletes’ success is molded by the
interconnected nature of their hard-working mountain community. “It’s
funny, a lot of people think that when you grow up in Whistler, you’re rich.
But that’s not really true at all. I’d say that 90 percent of the people I went
to school with came from working class families.”
Harvey cites at least 10 different Olympians or prospects he could have
profiled out of the kids he went to school with at Whistler Secondary. In
the end he chose Mercedes Nicoll (snowboard halfpipe athlete), Robbie
Dixon (ski racer), and Julia Murray (skier-crossing daughter of downhill
legend Dave Murray).
“My idea was to film three of my friends from high school and basically
showcase what they’re doing to train for the Olympics, how they’re preparing,
and what it’s going to be like to compete in their hometown in front of their
home crowd. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.”
Growing Up Whistler is funded by the Whistler Stories short film
commission, a $5000 grant made available to local filmmakers who document
one of the four Olympic pillars of culture, environment, education and sport.
The program was started five years ago by the Whistler Film Festival to
help get local stories out into the public in time for the 2010 Games.
Shauna Hardy Mishaw, Executive Director of the Whistler Film Festival
Society, says Harvey’s film caught their attention because it, “profiles three
Olympic hopefuls and we felt that with right now being the countdown to
the Games, this was an important story to share.”
With an amazing library of short films as their legacy, Whistler Stories
will unfortunately not be extended after the Olympics. All eight of this
year’s films (four of which are from the Whistler Stories Youth Program)
will be screened at the Whistler Film Festival.
“You couldn’t ask for more being a local filmmaker than to have your film
showcased in front of your family, all your friends, and your peers,” adds
Harvey with a smile. “It’s just amazing. And hopefully we will see all three
of my athletes medaling on Whistler soil.” Homegrown success in arts and
sport. Maybe there is something in the water.
Growing Up Whistler and the other 2009 Whistler Stories films premier
at the Whistler Film Festival Dec 3-6. Hit up whistlerfilmfestival.com for
more info.

Frames from the film. Left to right: Garibaldi Lake, Julia, Robbie, Mercedes.
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Forget Hollywood. Local girls are the real stars. Jussi Grznar Photo.

Stalking Starlets at the
Whistler Film Festival
By Feet Banks
Whistler residents don’t typically
get too wound up about celebrities
coming to town. It’s kind of – “sure,
you’re on the cover of Entertainment Weekly but can you stomp a
Backside 720 in the black park?”
And celebrities seem to enjoy
coming here because of the fact
that we don’t have paparazzi and
crazed Twilight fans lurking behind
every snow-covered shrubbery. Generally, if they want it, we Whistlerites
give people their space.
On assignment covering the 2008
Whistler Film Festival, however, photographer Rich Glass and I decided
to change that. We had no story, a
few drinks, and two hours to kill before the next film. Inspiration struck.
“Let’s go find a hot, young starlet
and see if she’ll have a shot of Jack
Daniels with us.”
Why not? I made some calls
while Rich talked to some bartenders. Turns out it was bad year for
starlets but word on the street was
Canadian comedian Tom Green was
kicking around to promote his
latest film and he had a girlfriend/
date/whatever who was apparently
smoking.
Our mission changed. “Let’s
stalk Tom Green and his lady friend
and see if they want to do a shot
of Jack.”
They did. I bumped into Mr. Green
at the urinal and we pounded a few
shots just prior to the screening of
his new film Freezer Burn, a comedy
where Tom stars as a washed up

Our hunt for starlets led us to...Tom Green.
Rich Glass Photo.

hockey player who fights aliens. It
was pretty good, and the movie was
all right too.
Afterwards Tom talked about his
battle with testicular cancer, how
they “shucked it out like an oyster”
and explained that his favourite
cereal is Honeycomb. He even sang
the theme song, “Honeycomb’s big,
ya ya ya” while everyone in the
theatre cheered along. I wondered
if real paparazzi ever had this much
fun hunting for sexy sassy Hollywood actresses.
The search continued but to no
avail. We did run into Tom and his
companion again at Maxx Fish. I
ordered them another couple shots
of Jack and Tom handled his pretty
well but by then our paparazzi hunt
for starlets was beginning to look
like an utter failure. We had no
story other than – Whistler Film
Festival, abundantly good movies,
hurting for starlets.
“Screw this, Richie. Let’s go.”
We ended up making last call
at the Amsterdam pub where the
local-girl waitresses are at least as
hot as any Hollywood starlet and
they probably handle their Jack a
lot better too.

SMILE

Matt Domanski Photo
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FUN FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY.

It’s hard to bear the family fun that results when inflated rubber
meets a snow-covered hill. The floodlit Coca-Cola Tube Park
offers great alternative for snow sliding for all ages. Open daily
until 8pm. Located at Base II on Blackcomb Mountain.

1.800.766.0449
whistlerblackcomb.com
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dave barnes illustration.

Weekend Warriors
Drive now, ski when you
get there, sleep when
you get home
By W.W. Washington
11 p.m., Friday night.
Peace Arch Border Crossing – USA/Canada.
The wife and kids are asleep despite the
heavy December rainstorm pounding the roof of
the SUV. Miles Davis on the stereo, Red Bull in
the bloodstream. The Customs guy looks more
tired than I do. “Your destination in Canada?”
“Whistler.”
“Are you carrying any firearms or meat?”
Meat? Never been asked about meat before.
“Ah…no.” Oh, no – did that sound suspicious?
Are we going to be searched?
“You crossed here last weekend?”
“Yes sir, we did. And the one before that.”
“You must really like skiing. Proceed.” Our
third trip up of the month. We don’t just ‘like’
skiing in Whistler. We are obsessed. We are addicted. We are Weekend Warriors, and we’re not
alone.
What makes a weekend warrior? Anybody
who works hard all week and overcomes obstacles
on a regular basis for their snow fix needs to
be considered. It’s more about the attitude than
distance driven. Broken dinner engagements,
missed movies, procrastinated garage cleaning
and forgetting about the football game – these
are things that get you in the club. Our friends
in Seattle call us snow junkies; I am a fine
upstanding member of society, I have a lovely
wife and three kids and yet every weekend, if it’s
snowing, baby – we’re going.

11:15 a.m., Saturday morning.
Jersey Cream Chair – Blackcomb.
The 24-year-old Aussie sitting beside me
has been in Whistler since August.
“Are you a local, mate?”
“No. I’m from Seattle.”
“Ah. You really need local knowledge to
find the pow.”
Am I insulted? No. He heads down Wishbone.
Minutes later I’m knee deep in the patrol trees.
Do I find the pow? You better believe it.
Seventeen years with a season pass, 4050 ski days a year, but I don’t call myself a local
– we don’t live in Whistler full time. I do pay
property taxes, and contribute to the community
through American Friends of Whistler (see sidebar). My family frequents the best restaurants
and buys equipment and ski clothes here. Our
American neighbours call us insane, but they’re
quick to ask our advice for their yearly Whistler
holiday. Merchants and restaurants we like get
their business as well. And they always come
home happy.
9 p.m., Sunday night.
Peace Arch Border Crossing, heading south.
“How long have you been in Canada?”
“48 hours.”
“You crossed here last weekend?”
“Yes ma’am. And the one before that.”
“What were you doing in Canada?”
“We were skiing in Whistler.”
“Do you have any meat with you?” I tell her
we don’t. She motions us through. We’re
two hours from home.
“See you next week.”

American Friends
Making a Difference
It’s good to have friends. And when you’re
a small mountain ski town that hosts hundreds of thousands of visitors a year, it’s
really good to have the American Friends of
Whistler, a non-profit organization based out
of Washington State that raises money from
Americans who own homes in Whistler for
various organizations up here.
“Whistler is a tight-knit community,” says
American Friends of Whistler president Rod
Rohda who spends summers and winters
here and the rest of the year in Boston. “It’s
a real community of people who love the outdoors and it’s small enough that we can fit in
and make a difference.”
With private donations coming from over
100 contributors, AFOW has, since starting
up in 2002, pumped over $500,000 into various Whistler charities and community programs – everything from Search and Rescue
and the Bear Smart Society to the Fisheries
Stewardship program or the Health Care
Foundation. Most recently AFOW donated
$50,000 to the Whistler Adaptive Sports Program for its new Welcome and Equipment
Centre on Blackcomb Mountain, a legacy that
will carry through the upcoming Paralympic
Games and beyond.
“This is a wonderful area and a great community,” Rohda says. “It attracts outdoor
lovers from all over the world and we’re very
fortunate to be able to spend so much time
up here and very happy to give back to the
community that has been so welcoming.”
Find contribution forms and more information about grants at afow.org

– Feet Banks
FALL/WINTER 2009/2010
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Drinking
it Blue

Dan Treadway. damian cromwell photo.

By Feet Banks
Mother Nature, as we all know, has a sense of humour. And she can be a
bit of tease. You want powder? She’ll give you rain to the top followed by a
cold snap. Travelling to Europe to shoot the Alps? She’ll sock in and dump
all over you. It’s one of the first lessons learned in the mountains – you
can’t control the weather.
Or can you? It turns out Mother Nature, like many ski town ladies, can
be charmed, tricked even, with alcohol. The technique, commonly known
as “Drinking it Blue,” is a process native to the Coast Mountains but if
done correctly it can be used anywhere.
“If all the steps are followed,” says legendary Whistler photographer
Paul Morrison, “by each and every member of the crew, Drinking It Blue
works without fail.” And Morrison would know. He’s used the technique
to get countless cover shots from almost every continent on earth.
“The trouble is,” Paul admits, “more often than not, there’s a piker in the
group that goes to bed early trying to avoid the prerequisite hangover
and decreases the success rate enormously.” As they taught us in littlekid school, it only takes one bad apple…
What you drink is not so important as how much. “You want to start with
drinks you enjoy,” explains Dan Treadway, who, in the last ten years
of bagging cover shots and standout film segments, has done his share
of sitting around waiting for weather. “Drinking it Blue begins as a kind of
a celebration of the last day of grey, snowy weather,” he says, “but if you
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mark gribbon photo.

want success you need to step it up and finish off the late-night shift with the nastiest shit you
can think of [see sidebar] and you should never try it when the forecast is already calling for sun.”
Ironically, if you can remember attempting to Drink it Blue, you probably didn’t do it correctly,
although both Morrison and Treadway are able to somewhat recall great success with the technique
in Europe.
“The night following the Hahnenkamm downhill in Kitzbühel, Austria, is one of the biggest nights
in all of skiing,” Morrison says. “It seemed like the best way to get rid of the dense clouds and
drizzle was dancing shirtless on the tables at The Londoner and engaging in beer fights until near
daybreak. After two hours of sleep, it dawned clear and cold.”
Treadway shares a similar story. “I was in Engelberg, Switzerland with Damian Cromwell and
Eric Berger. At 4:30 a.m. we're cheering the locals with flaming Sambuca and we woke at 7:30 to
low grey clouds. We were very relieved but, over there, the mountaintop webcams play on the local TV
channel. I flipped it on and saw a sea of valley cloud with crystal-clear blue skies above. We rallied
for first chair and my first shot that day was my Oakley ad for the year. Damian blew his knee on his
first turn, though…not always a smart choice to ski in that condition.”
Ah, Mother Nature. She’s fickle, and even if Drinking it Blue doesn’t always work it’s always worth
a shot (or fifteen) and if the skies don’t clear for you, you can always wonder who screwed up the
winning formula as you shovel yourself back into bed for the best non-ski day of your hungover life.
Until you start puking around quarter past ten.

Charm Mother Nature...
Stuck in the fog for days? You need to literally
Drink It Blue and towards the end of the night,
the worse the drink, the better. After extensive
mountainside testing in BC’s famous Kootenays,
we’ve concocted a potent little apertif called
“The Canadian National Institute of Blue – The
CNIB.”
In a Martini shaker mix:
• 2 ounces Blueberry Stoli Vodka
• 1/3 oz Blue Bols Liqueur
• 3 oz Lemon Smirnoff Ice Vodka Cooler
Shake over ice, pour into a glass with a 5-cent
Blue Whale gummy candy in the bottom. Garnish with a mini-marshmallow pillow line (3 mini
marshmallows on a tooth pick) and let the superpowered booze/sugar hangover begin.

–Feet Banks

mark gribbon photo.
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Gear Up for the Great

Escape

Adventure outfitter celebrates 20 years
of gear-porn and public service

By Lisa Richardson
At a certain point in the life of any outdoors-lover,
the road diverges in the wood and two options
present themselves.
Path one is the way of the weekend warrior,
of haircut, suit and real job. The less-travelled
approach is what the Escape Route, Whistler’s
premier outdoor gear shop, has been promoting
for 20 years: Quit work. Buy some stuff. Go
somewhere. Have some fun.
According to Escape Route founder Jayson
Faulkner, that philosophy (printed on shop T-shirts)
once spawned an angry phone call from a
woman who felt it was irresponsible to encourage
people to quit work and collect welfare.
Faulkner, however, considers it a public service
announcement. He too chose the path less travelled, spurning a lucrative career as a banker at
age 30 to start a specialty retail store in Whistler.
But it was never just about running a store.
“When we opened,” says Faulkner, “Whistler
was pretty much just about skiing. Maybe
fishing and waterskiing in the summer but there
certainly wasn’t a climbing community or culture.
But I’d been so inspired by my experiences in
Europe and I wanted to create that here.”
The store, which opened in February 1990,
hosted Banff Festival showcases, founded the
Whistler section of the Alpine Club of Canada,
started the Whistler Alpine Guides Bureau, built
Whistler’s first climbing wall, started a weekly
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trail running club, and hosted presentations by
icons of the climbing world including Royal
Robbins and Joe Simpson.
Escape Route captured the imagination of
a new generation of Whistler athletes and skiers,
selling Eric Pehota, Trevor Petersen, Johnny
Foon Chilton, Rich Prohaska and Jia Condon
their first rock-climbing harnesses.
“Trevor and Eric came to climbing because
they were passionate skiers who wanted to be
able to travel steep ground, so they knew they
had to have the skills and become good mountaineers,” says Faulkner. When Don Serl at the
Alpine Club called wondering who the hell was
this Trevor Petersen character wanting to know
about Mount Razorback, Faulkner remembers
saying: “Don, give them as much information as
you can, because they’re as committed and passionate and gifted as anyone you’ll ever meet.
But they’re skiers, they’re a lot more colourful
than the understated old-school climbers you
know.” Once Serl agreed to meet with the wildhaired, fluoro-outfitted extreme skiers, he was impressed. He was even more impressed when they
made the first ski decent of Mount Razorback.
Although the store has been an incubator
for a generation of leaders in the outdoor sports
industry, introducing everyday folk to the mountains is what amps Faulkner and business partner
James Retty the most.
“We tell our staff, ‘You have this cool job,’
says Faulkner. 'You can turn someone on to
an experience like the High Note Trail that they
might otherwise never discover. You can have a
profound impact on their lives.’’
Faulkner believes we are transformed by
experiencing nature, particularly in the mountains.
He remembers a Dutch kid on an Into the Wild
quest who showed up at the store, lugging a
100-litre pack and new crossbow and looking for
maps. His plan was to walk to Alaska, killing his
food along the way – in December.
Faulkner talked the kid into testing all his gear
out first by camping on Blackcomb Mountain.
Faulkner gave ski patrol a heads-up, and away
‘Alaska’ went. “He had a total epic. He fell in
creeks. He thought he was being stalked by a
mountain lion. He came down to the village for
a few days during a big snowfall and when he
went back up, all his stuff was buried. He tried
to camp up there for about a month. The last we
saw of him, he was in an old beater car with a

dog and a girlfriend and he was going to drive
to Alaska.”
That frontline impact on people’s lives, saving
them or enhancing them, is what brought both
Faulkner and Retty back to the floor after years
of working in the outdoor industry for Sierra
Designs, Arc’teryx and ROI Outfitters. “I think
that small-town vibe that people are nostalgic
for these days, is what specialty retail is about,”
says Retty. “I spend half my day telling people
where to go hiking.”
Twenty years on and they’re still showing
people the way. So whatever adventure you have
planned, visit the store and liberate an Escape
Route ‘Quit Work…’ T-shirt before you go. Just
remember to send a picture.

ABOVE: "On Belay." Pehota and Beat Steiner on Wedge.
BACKGROUND: Jia Condon rocking the old-school gear.
ERIC PEHOTA PHOTOS.

The Escape Route’s Top
Five Adventure Picks
1. Hike the Chief. Or better yet, climb the
front side.
2. Hike Helm Creek to Garibaldi Lake.
A classic by any standard.
3. You can’t beat the Spearhead Traverse for
a classic backcountry ski tour. It linked
Blackcomb and Whistler long before the
Peak 2 Peak gondola came along.
4. For mountaineers, Joffre is a great little
pocket of beautiful routes. To climb and
ski the east couloir on the north face of
Joffre – following the route blazed by Eric
Pehota, Trevor Petersen and Johnny Foon
– is still gripping stuff by any standard.
5. For a multi-day backcountry hike, visit
the Gates of Shangri-La up in the
headwaters of the Stein Valley.

onsight

equipment

commuter solutions
saigon micro
fits 13 inch laptop
total protection from the elements
absolutely stylish

complete travel solutions at onsightequipment.com
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E s ca p i n g t h e c row d s i s j u s t a
b oat t r i p away, w h e r e t h e i dy l l i c
w i l d e r n e s s m e rg e s w i t h e m p t y
wav e s a n d c h a o t i c w e at h e r t o
c r e at e a n e x t r a o r d i n a ry s u r f
a dv e n t u r e .
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Story & photos by Nicolas Teichrob
Dark scary oceans and big pounding waves. British Columbia has over
27,000 kilometres of coastline, yet only a handful of popular surf breaks. If
you can handle a bit of adventure, a lot of sand, the odd roaming bear, and
every kind of weather imaginable, you can find an isolated surfing paradise
somewhere on BC’s West Coast.
Vacant beaches in the middle of nowhere. Beware the stealth southwest
swell that dominates the pleasant-weathered summer months – it is very
reliable but perhaps not desirable. You may find yourself looking to the
Gods and asking why you have a flat ocean to paddle on, but the magnificence of the coastal rainforest makes up for it. We frequently stumble
across the path of any number of living creatures from the wispy silence
of eagles floating over the dense green forest canopy to the spray-hiss of
orcas surfacing off the point. Fish and crab are plentiful and the nighttime
bear tracks investigating our tents keep us on our toes. The power of the
moon pushing and pulling on our oceans transforms the estuary and leaves
us with a clean slate each day.
Salty air, salty water, salty food. Our tents double as sandboxes as the
sticky mix of quartz and salt transforms our once-tidy lives. There is no effort to remove the sand from our clothes, hair, or food, as it is inescapable.
We need this. It is the times of struggle that shape us, these moments of
hardship, of anticipating the waves the monotone radio weather forecasts
assure us are coming. We are distracted from the disappointment of calm
seas by random moments of fun in the sand and on the beach. Daytime
shenanigans lead to warm nights of laughter until we wake to the sound
of crashing surf and can’t get out of our grit-covered sleeping bags fast
enough.
Rain, sun, wind, fog, fog and fog. Despite a chilly average water temperature of 7 to 15°C (44-59ºF) surfing in British Columbia does not have to
mean freezing your ass off (although the numbing cold does keep a lot of
lightweights away). Modern wetsuits are comfortable, flexible, and integral
to keeping warm throughout the year. Amidst the constant wind and rain,
when beer is more hydrating than the brackish water and your contact
lenses are covered in sand, we find a calm solitude. These are times when
everything is at peace and this is why we love the West Coast – nothing
is easy, but everything is simple. When that perfect set eventually does
roll in one bluebird morning and you find yourself dropping into a glassy
right-handed West Coast roller, that’s when you will fully understand how
good life really is.

PHOTO: Hurricane-force winds and massive surf blast the BC shoreline
with sand and salt throughout the winter months. This weather takes a
toll on the vegetation, but the hardy conifer forests have evolved to thrive
in these elements. The morning fog fills the large spaces between the tall
cedars that dwarf the surfers heading out for another session. These trips
are about simplicity. Surfers: Andy Orr and Osmar Penner.
FALL/WINTER 2009/2010
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ABOVE: We took a risk and committed to this trip (and the hired boat dropoff/pickup) months
in advance as we all wanted to go regardless of how the swell would be. Here we are early in the
daylight hours, loading up the dock with our dry-bagged gear. Pre-trip stoke was high and nothing
felt better than getting dropped at our destination and seeing that boat disappear in the distance.
The stars aligned and yielded some great surf during our one-week trip.
BELOW: When big swell hits BC’s West Coast, it can do so with intensity. After some time the surf
usually calmed down and cleaned up leaving us with smooth shoulders to ride and long, exciting
days days filled with adrenaline. James Friesen was dropping into every wave in sight and ripping it
down the line every time. I was too busy surfing so Osmar Penner nailed this image from shore.
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ABOVE: Most of our fishing was for salmon and
other saltwater species. As the tide rose and
began to flood the estuary, Marcio Penner and
I did a bit of fly-fishing close to our camp. This
image depicts everything about the West Coast
surf-camp experience. The tall and gnarled trees
dwarfing us, the wetsuits hanging in the distant
background, and the ever-present morning fog
filling the air all around us. A beautiful rainbow trout
was caught and released during this session.

LEFT: The way water moves is always fascinating.
This was one of those moments where everything
involved just fell into place.
BELOW LEFT: Crab sometimes seem to have
an affinity for stainless steel pots. Swimming
in the estuary we would often see a plethora
of medium-sized crabs, but nothing near legal
size. During one post-session dip I noticed this
large Dungeness crab and we had a pre-dinner
snack. Note the spines on its powerful pinchers.

ABOVE: Fresh, wild, West Coast Coho salmon
cooked on a cedar plank. Osmar Penner caught
this fish a couple of hours before dinner, allowing
us to split up some cedar and soak the plank in
water so it would not burn in the fire. We used
wire from my spear to tie the fillets on. Times
like these always remind us what a good trip is
all about – great company, great location, and
fresh salmon caught 200 metres away from our
camp.

BELOW: Downtime creativity came out in many
ways. From yoga on the beach to baseball to
the great plan of burying Osmar and chopping
his legs off. It took the better part of two hours
and left us with a dismembered and disoriented
fisherman. All-time fun.
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ABOVE: This wave was during the last five minutes of our trip with all the
gear packed and our boat driver scheduled to arrive at any moment. The
morning waves were perfect – not huge, but perfect. I frantically jumped
into my wetsuit and ran into the water for one last wave, a super-clean
and glassy right-hander. That ride alone was worth the trip. Osmar Penner
nailed the shot from shore.
BELOW: BC’s diverse wildlife is one of its most attractive features. For
us, hunting for waves is just a great bonus. On our boatride back from
the surf we saw a few orcas cruise by and this one 'spy-hopped' to give
us a bit of a show. This image is by Osmar Penner.

BELOW: West Coast sunsets are always something to enjoy. Every night as
the sun dipped closer to the horizon, we would grab a cold one and take
in the scene. Everything about a sunset is incredibly captivating – from
the beautiful colours that fill the sky to last rays of light dancing on the
surface of the water. We spent a lot of time watching that life-giving ball of
fire disappear out of view.
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ABOVE: With no city lights anywhere remotely close, the stars are free to
display themselves in full brightness. This shot was taken as a few people
read before heading into the dreaming world. Lit by headlamps, many
aspects of our camp are revealed in this long exposure. The bright star/
UFO on the right side of the frame is still a bit of a mystery to me.

gavin duffell photo.

Embark on your own BC Surf
Adventure
Whether for a weekend or a week, the easiest way to get into the famous
West Coast surf is in Tofino, BC, a town tucked amongst the wind-battered
outer edge of Vancouver Island that offers great, accessible surf and a
distinct small town flavour.
Get gear, boards, lessons and good times at Pacific Surf School.
Pacificsurfschool.com (1 877 777 9961).
Hit The Spotted Bear Bistro for superb west coast food that will nourish
your soul as well as your stomach. (250 725 2215).
And pick up Tofino Time magazine for all the insider information and local
tips. Tofinotime.com
– Feet Banks
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hometown boards

Sitka Surfboards
The tallest tree in Canada, the Carmanah Giant, is a 96-metre (315-foot) sitka spruce
on Vancouver Island. Fitting then, that Canada’s premier surf lifestyle company takes
its name from a tree species so at home amidst the pummeling winds and chilling spray
of BC’s West Coast.
“We started out shaping boards in our garage in 2002,” says born-and-raised Whistler
kid and Sitka co-owner Andrew Paine. “My friend Rene Gauthier and I – a lot of hours
in the garage.” The garage happened to be in Victoria, Vancouver Island’s largest city,
and it wasn’t long before the two business students moved out of the garage and into
a storefront.
While starting a surf company in a country with ultra-frigid water temperatures is not
without its challenges, Paine says he drew inspiration from his hometown and what he
calls ‘the Whistler spirit.’ “My parents were both self-employed so that was encouraging
but when I was growing up people were coming to Whistler and starting businesses and
lives. I got to watch the first generation of people who built this community and got to
see how their businesses worked or didn’t. It’s very entrepreneurial up there.”
Gauthier and Paine’s own entrepreneurial spirit has grown from the garage and Sitka
offers a full line of clothing and skateboards to accompany their main product. To keep
up with demand Sitka uses a computer-aided shaping machine in Brazil and then
hand-shapes boards to meet any surfer’s personal preference.
“The precision off the machine is just incredible and allows you to make the important
tweaks and customizations to the design,” Paine says. “In BC, wearing a thick wetsuit,
people generally want a quarter-to-half-inch extra thickness because of the ten or fifteen
pounds of water you’re carrying inside the suit.”
When he’s not overseeing the everyday production of Sitka products Paine’s usually
in the water testing new board shapes. He even makes it out snowboarding a few times
a winter.
“Not as much as when I was young obviously,” Paine says, “because I traded snow
for surf. But I get the same stoke now as I used to get the night before a big pow dump,
only now it’s a swell coming in. A lot of times it’s the same weather giving us great surf
down here and dumping pow on the hills.”
sitkasurfboards.com

– Feet Banks

Sitka co-founder Andrew Paine in a
product testing, research and development meeting. Adamdewolfe.com
photo.

Mock-up of the new Sitka store in Vancouver,
BC opens December 1. Andrew Paine
Photo.

Andrew and a giant sitka spruce.
Andrew Paine Photo.
FALL/WINTER 20092010
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Whitegold Snowboards
Kevin Sansalone is a bit of a snowboarding prospector. He discovers all kinds of up-and-coming
talent through his day job as head of Sandbox
Films but lately he’s also unearthed a motherlode of Whitegold.
No, not the precious metal – Whitegold is the
name of Kev’s latest project, a Whistler-based
snowboard company producing limited edition
high-end performance boards.
Sounds awesome, right? It is. We bumped into
Kev and let him explain a few things…
What is Whitegold Snowboards and how did
it all come about? Why did you decide to get
another local board company going?
I don’t even see it as a company. I see it as an
experiment or a small project. I want to try a
lot of different things with these boards. From
construction and shapes to the way I get them
to people.
So you’re not a real company. Do you have a
team?
No team yet. A lot of people have tried the boards
and given feedback but no team yet. If it was a
real company we’d follow the rules a lot more –
marketing, team, trends, distribution, etc. Right
now I am just trying to build a top-quality board
that works well for all types of snowboarding,
and trying to implement more sustainable products and practices into the boards. We get them
pressed in Austria at a place that has been in
business for over 50 years. Austria is one of the
most regulated countries for factory emissions
and environmental processes.

sport moved away from that as it got more
mainstream.
Yes. I would love to see more small brands and
do-it-yourselfers out there but unfortunately there
is a big part of snowboarding that is getting even
deeper into the sell-out – pros in Dancing with
the Stars and Ed Hardy Snowboarding? Wow.
How many do you make a year?
Last year we made fifty boards. I have a couple
left and some new ones on the away. I don’t want
to follow a traditional production cycle. When I
run out or think of a new idea, then I make more
boards. No need to pump out a new line for September 1st every year.
Where can I get a Whitegold Snowboard?
The boards aren’t sold in stores. You can get
them on the website or you can take one for a
demo ride or buy one in-person directly from me
at my house.
Where is your house? What subdivision?
In White Gold.
Ha!
Learn more and get your Whitegold Board at
whitegoldsnowboards.com

What about the design?
We’ve been testing them in all different conditions for the last two years. I teamed up with
design guru Johnny Q, who I met when I had my
own pro model board with Option. Johnny’s the
best and over the years we’ve made and tested
all kinds of experimental boards together.
This kind of venture reminds me of the midnineties when there were a lot of do-it-yourself
companies in snowboarding. It seems the

Kevin Sansalone, Blackcomb. CHRIS OWEN PHOTO.
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B.C.’s Coast Mountain Range might figure prominently
in the world of skiers, snowboarders and snowmobilers,
but its vast potential has barely been realized.

By Mike Berard
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Matty Richard. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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Collectively, the name has been
attached to more cover shots than any
photographer, more perfect turns than all
pro snow-sports athletes combined, and seen
more crazy partying and crazier high-marking
than any other destination.

Jesmond Duboi. JUSSI GRZNAR PHOTO.

DAGAN BEACH PHOTO.
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The name can be found everywhere – scour the photo credits of any ski or
snowboard magazine in the past 20 years and it’s bound to surface more than any
other. Collectively, the name has been attached to more cover shots than any photographer, more perfect turns than all pro snowsports athletes combined, and seen
more crazy partying and crazier high-marking than any other destination. Rarely
has a contributing player ever been as omnipresent in the snowsports media as
this one: Coast Mountains, B.C. Unfortunately, rarely has the same name been as
uninformative – at 1600 kilometres long, the celebrated Coast Range runs the length
of British Columbia, extending through southwestern Yukon and into the Alaskan
Panhandle. With an average width of 300 kilometres, the vague location description
leaves the average reader with no idea of where the photo was actually shot.
Local ski legend and all-around mountain slayer Eric Pehota has been putting
in first descents in the Coast Range since 1984. When asked to explain its sheer
size, his answer is somewhat understated: “It’s big. I’ve been skiing here for 26
years and I’ve barely touched it. I mean, the Spearhead Traverse alone is as big as
the entire Wasatch Range.” Big? Pehota’s response is humble at best. There is no
doubt – the Coast Range is massive.
For the alpine-sliding crowd, the term ‘Coast Mountains’ means a much smaller
region than the above-mentioned description. They know the drool-worthy images
seen in magazines and ski films are taken somewhere in the vicinity of Squamish,
Whistler or Pemberton, and that is all they need to know. Two decades of deep, delicious powder shots from the plethora of backcountry spots within 100 kilometres
of Whistler has brought many people to the area at least once, for a pilgrimage to
the North American ski Mecca if not to actually live the Whistler dream. And while
most come for the goodies at Whistler Blackcomb, the photos that brought them
here likely came from the snowmobile – and heli-accessed stashes that surround
it – from the easily-accessed powder of Squamish’s Brohm Ridge in the south to
the fiercely-guarded riches of Bralorne in the north, the media continues to exploit
the local treasures. The world knows what goodness lies in these hills and they
come in droves to get their taste. But it wasn’t always that way.

ABOVE THE
MADDENING CROWDS
FOR 20 YEARS

M[Wh[Wbbj^_d]iXWYaYekdjhom_j^j^[fWii_edWdZ[nf[h_[dY[je
^[bfoek[iYWf[$7ij^[eh_]_dWb7hY¼j[honijeh[i_dY['//&"
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Whistler photographer and 2001 WSSF Pro Photographer Showdown
winner Blake Jorgenson has been documenting the activity in the Coast
Mountains since 1993. In that time, he’s seen its popularity explode.
“When I started shooting, you could count the number of Whistler ski
photographers on one hand. There was barely anyone on the ski hill, let
alone in the backcountry.” Jorgenson continues: “Those of us who were
out there all knew each other – it was the same faces every day. Now
it’s multiplied greatly, but I think that expansion of people and media just
causes people to explore more. The Coast Range has infinite space to
absorb those that are willing to get out there.”
Until recently, ski and snowboard editors were sworn to location secrecy
when putting photo credits on Coast Mountain images, a fact reflected
in the 2004 Freeze magazine article “The Town that Shall Remain Nameless.” In it, writer Micah Abrams exposed the world to the town that is now
widely known as Bralorne. Of course, Abrams never published the town’s
actual name; to utter the name in public at that time, let alone in a ski or
snowboard publication, was grounds to be strung up in Skier’s Plaza by
an angry mob.
So, what’s all the fuss about? What makes the Coast Mountains so
good? As with most areas, it starts with the snow – the Coast Range gets
a lot of it – up to 15 metres a year, and it’s not just quantity. Many destinations can boast big snowfall, but what Utah and the Kootenays can’t
offer is the stability a coastal snowpack brings. Loaded with precipitation
from the Pacific, coastal systems deposit massive amounts of snow here,
leaving coverage that Rockies skiers can only dream about as they dance
around hidden sharkfins. Then there’s the stability: where coastal snow
stops, it sticks, and that wet snow leads to a snowpack that is inherently
stable.
RIGHT: Matty Richard. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
BELOW: Coast backcountry cabin. DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTO.

Matty Richard. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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Rube Goldberg. BRIAN HOCKENSTEIN PHOTO.

Longtime Whistler local turned Pontiac World of Skiing television
host and patroller Joe Lammers knows the Coast Range snowpack
well – he's played and worked in the mountains around Whistler
for over half his life, only recently moving to Revelstoke. “Coastal
snow is inherently wetter and heavier, which means it bonds better
and usually doesn’t leave the dangerous layers other regions are
plagued with,” says Lammers. “What this means for us is safer
conditions and, as a result, more terrain to ski confidently.”
The diversity of the Whistler backcountry is massive: from
slackcountry routes just outside the ski hill boundary, to epic
full-day snowmobile trips, to the legendary Spearhead Traverse,
the Coast Range offers adventure well beyond the ropes of regular riding. “Whistler, the town, has changed a lot,” Pehota adds.
“But drive 10 minutes out of town and there is still a lot [of skiing] out there. Major, big descents in remote locations. Sure,
there are the standard snowmobile spots that everyone goes to,
but there are also spots where only a handful of guys have been
up there, and maybe no one’s skied yet. It’s what makes the
Coast Range very special.”
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ABOVE: BRUCE ROWLES PHOTO.
BELOW: BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.

PHOTO: JORDAN MANLEY

GOOD THING A PICTURE IS
WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS.

Bottomless turns just 30 minutes north of Whistler.
2 day weekend and 3 day mid-week trips available. Book today.

1.888.246.1111 SNOWCATS.CA
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north
to
alaska
Local adventurers return to the
Alaskan Range to ski and explore
the alpine Mecca of Ruth Gorge.
Story by Jim Martinello
Photos by Damien Kelly and Jim Martinello
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Early April, 2009
It’s been nine years since Damien Kelly and I climbed Alaska’s Denali as a tribute to a dear friend.  
The vast countryside inspired us to return to the 49th state but this time around, with children and
marriages and careers filling our time, the trip is just for us.
    For me, dreams and journeys are the gateway to living. After nine years of dreaming about a return
to the heart of the Alaskan mountains, we were about to step through the gateway again.
    Damien and I met as high school kids in Pemberton in the early Nineties when adventure opened
our eyes and travel itched our feet. Since then we’ve forged a lifelong friendship and climbed in places
we’d only seen in books yet our roots lay firmly planted in the Coast Mountains.
    Fifteen years of climbing and skiing together builds a complete trust in each other’s judgment, instinct and ability. And now, that friendship and passion for the mountains was about to take Damien and
I back into one of the wildest places on earth for two weeks of soul-searching adventure.
    Located deep in Denali National Park and Preserve, Ruth Gorge is a 150-square-kilometre tongue
of ice and snow with jagged peaks jutting like giants from the glacier. For big alpine climbing – mixed
routes of rock and ice – this is the promised land. And the skiing isn’t too bad, either; everything you
hear about Alaskan powder is true.
    It’s also true that the Alaskan Range has a reputation for poor weather and brutal storms but when
the weather is good the rewards are immeasurable. It’s a place of endless views and challenges, of
great adventure and total remoteness. The Alaskan Range is wilderness at its purest. These peaks have
a wildness that just feels different from back home.
    Two weeks on the snow and ice is enough time to immerse yourself in what you’re doing and who
you’re doing it with, to live in the present and go with the elements.  It’s enough time to take a step
back from things, from time itself, and just climb and ski and enjoy being in a place you’ve dreamed
of for years.

Alaska,
here we come.
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p.46: Heart of the Ruth. When skinning towards a distant peak, it's always
further than you think. The Great Gorge is nearly 35 miles long, and 1.2
miles wide at the glacier surface. It was measured to be nearly 3800 feet
deep.
p.48-49: Damien coming up the final plateau to the summit of Mt.Dickey.
After three agonizing false summits, we had finally arrived.
UPPER RIGHT: James Bond eat your heart out. Damien rappelling after
a successful day of climbing 'Shaken Not Stirred', a mixed rock and ice
route on the Moose's Tooth.
CENTRE LEFT: Switching it up. Skins on, skins off, ice axe out, crampons
on. Repeat. The changes from snow to ice were ongoing for thousands of
feet,  but it was all worthwhile for the views, the adventure and the epic
ski down.
BELOW: Damien enjoys some mellow turns before dropping down off the
ridge to head back to base camp on the Ruth.
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UPPER LEFT: After an enjoyable morning of skiing some
Alaskan powder, Damien looks out towards Mt.Bradley and
Mt.Dickey. The left skyline of the right peak is Dickey, a line
we would ski later in our trip.
CENTRE LEFT: Celebration time after an adventure skiing
'Japanese Couloir' on Mount Barrill the evening before.
Knee-deep pow, evening alpenglow and a safe passage
down, plus a little scotch for the good times. I would like to
thank my brother Damien for the many good times we’ve
shared and to many more ahead. Also our sponsors: MEC,
Patagonia, Prior, On Sight Equipment and huge thanks to
my lovely lady Annie for her ongoing support.
BOTTOM:  A flight from Talkeetna into the Central Alaskan
Range is a must. You’ll get awesome views of massive glaciers and the Denali, Foraker and Hunter peaks. The Ruth
Glacier's Great Gorge is a mile wide and drops almost 2,000
feet over ten miles, with crevasses along the surface.
Above the surface on both sides are 5,000-foot granite
cliffs. From the top of the cliffs to the bottom of the glacier,
the height exceeds that of the Grand Canyon.
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Becoming

The importance of movement, metrics and a motivator
By Lisa Richardson
We don’t have the climate for radioactive
spiders up here in Whistler, and there aren’t
really any phone booths for those Superman-esque costume changes, so if you
want to become superhuman in this town
you need to do it the hard way – exercise.
     Luckily, The Canadian Sport Centre,
which provides coaching and developmental services to Olympic and other nationally
carded athletes, has set up a campus in the
Whistler Mountain Ski Club. Even better,
their Train for Success program makes their
elite testing tools available for us regular
folk. I took a tour in the hope that becoming
a lab rat in September would help my onhill hucking and all-mountain ripping come
December. But first I would need a bit of
reprogramming.
     “Some people are really stuck in that
mentality that strength is all-important,”
says Diana Rochon, the Centre’s Athlete
Coaching Services Coordinator. This ethos
informs most commercial gyms, where
grunting Neanderthal impressions generally
signify the serious players, while stretching and flexibility suggest a special rehab
program. But sports readiness depends on
movement and flexibility more than power.
The first step towards enhanced performance is actually a functional movement
assessment.
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     “We look at your movement patterns,”
Rochon says, “ to see where you lie on a
matrix and what we need to work on first
and foremost to reduce the risk of injury.
Then it is relatively easy to start building endurance and cardio and then strength and
power.”
    For real athletes, it’s all about peaking at
the right time. Canadian snowboard GS racer Alexa Loo has been training at the Sport
Centre for the past year, her six-hour-a-day
off-season regime building towards gold in
2010. “Everyone knows when February 26
is,” Loo says of the Olympic Women’s GS
race on Cypress Mountain. “That’s what
I’m trying to peak for.”
     Personally I’m not likely to find myself
atop any podiums this winter but I still want
my fitness and strength to peak in time for
big powder days so tagging along on the
elite fitness program seems like a good
idea, until I see how many pull-ups Loo can
blast through, or the 165-pound squats the
BC Alpine Ski kids are doing.
    While the pros do their squats, pull-ups
and lateral-movement box tests, sports physiologist Anita Cote sets me up on a stationary bike for a lactate test. Seventeen minutes
later my heart has maxed out at 172 BPM,
my legs are thick with lactic acid and I am
told that to get any benefit from a workout
my heart rate needs to be between 130-135,
pushing it with five-minute intervals of 155.

    

MARK GRIBBON PHOTOS.

I want to know how that compares to Loo
or local ski racer Britt Janyk but that’s not
the way it works. The numbers are personal,
just a launch pad for me. “Now you know
what your training zones are,” says Rochon.
“And that can be used to create a program
that is a bit more systematic.”
    The Sport Centre Science hasn’t made
me superhuman; only I can do that. But
the building blocks are in place and now
I’m a bit smarter about what it will take. Of
course, I’ll still be looking for radioactive
spiders this fall, and give me a shout if you
hear of any big gamma ray test sites or meteors from another world.
   The Canadian Sport Centre Pacific boasts
the leading edge of physiological testing, performance analysis, strength and conditioning
expertise and sport technology in Canada.
A full range of services is available to the
public. Inquire at cscpacific.ca.
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Ormiston Ink
By Feet Banks
“Oops.”
    It’s probably the last word you want
to hear come out of your tattoo artist’s
mouth. Luckily for me, Justin Ormiston isn’t working – he’s pouring me a
scotch.
    “I hope you don’t mind a triple.”
     I don’t mind at all. We’re sitting in
Ormiston Ink, a comfortable room of
shiny hardwood and high ceilings with a
single work-chair, a leather couch and,
tonight, an open bottle of scotch on the
drawing table. Ormiston, an Ontario kid
who’s been living in Whistler for the
last eleven years and tattooing for six of
them, is unwinding after another day of
putting needle to flesh and attempting
to explain his process to me.
     “I meet someone here,” he says,
“and try to let them tell me what kind
of person they are and what they are

into.” He puts his feet up, sips some
single malt. “Then they go back over
the wizard shooting the laser beams ten
more times.”
     He’s joking. Justin hears a lot of
half-baked plans for tattoos. “Bar talk
or whatever,” he says. “You know how,
if you’re a filmmaker, everyone has an
idea for a movie but they’ll never actually
do anything about it? It’s the same with
tattoos, but if people are serious and
committed then I become one hundred
percent tuned into them.”
    The weirdest thing he’s ever tattooed,
“was my idea, actually. A camel on
someone’s big toe.”
    I tell Justin a camel’s not that weird
and he says, “maybe the psychedelic
Space Monkeys striving to achieve the
Sacred Banana then, or I did a stickman
rocking out on the bottom of someone’s
big toe.” Maybe nothing is weird to a
professional tattoo artist – they work

with the public.
     Outside the 8:45 freight train rolls
by, shaking all of Function Junction
with its whistle. “That keeps it real over
here,” Ormiston says. “Tattooing over
on the other side of the tracks.” And
then during the next hour and a half
he breaks it down for me, lets me scuff
up my thumbnail with his custom-made
Aaron Cain tattoo machine (those things
are like Hattori Hanzo samurai swords
– each one is built a little bit differently
and who makes it is important) and explains a few things about the art form
and what it’s like being an tattoo artist
in Whistler.
    It’s like regular art, but…
  “… your canvas is alive – it breathes
and sweats. It talks back and it walks
away. It has a personality and feelings,
not to mention moles, hair, and whatever else.”

The Man and his Machine. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.
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Science meets art.

“I’m a science-minded guy and I like to work out theories – ink viscosity vs. needle speed and stuff like
that. For me, tattooing is nerd meets art.”

Customers.

“You’re changing someone’s identity, that is important, but focus on it too much and you choke yourself
off. But with the pain, the permanence, the blind trust – I couldn’t be more honoured than to mark
someone permanently. People walk out with a sleeve and a friendship begins.”

Inspiration.

“Bruce Irving (local snowboard legend). I lived with him when I first moved to town and saw his tattoos,
and through him met Steve Moore, who gave me my tattoo, a sleeve that opened my eyes to what could
be done and that a tattoo artist isn’t just a stereotype. They can be a nice person. Also Chad and
Anastasia Chomlack, local photographers I share studio space with. They are amazing friends and very
motivating individuals.”

“Can I get a Tasmanian Devil breaking a hockey stick over its
knee with a red Maple Leaf in the background?”

“No. I demand people think about it. And if you haven’t put thought in and aren’t willing to walk through
the steps with me… these people usually go somewhere else. I’m not doing a drunk 17-year-old with
something she’s gonna regret for the rest of her life.
    I have refused service on varying levels – usually people refuse me. As they get to know me and see
how I operate, their plan self-destructs. But I want someone to come to me with something they don’t
think I can do. That’s fun.”

Style.

“I do lots of flowing stuff and arms are all about shape and twist and flow, wrapping, contours, muscles…I’m just saying words now aren’t I?”

Challenges.

“The challenge is when you’re not in the mindspace and someone is knocking on the door looking for
that life-changing piece.”

Advice for people who want a tattoo.
“If you’re not on your aftercare, it looks like shit.”

Whistler as a hometown.

“This town has been so good to me. Spiritual, open-minded mountain people live here and everyone else
wants to come here because it’s Whistler. Robin Dutcher at Black Ohm Tattoos was my mentor, she is
the reason I am a tattoo artist. She’d seen my art and we were in Sushi Village one night and she offered
me an apprenticeship and said, ‘Can you sell your soul to tattooing?’ I took eight months to think about
it, skipped out of university, went to Hawaii, sat on the beach, thought. And then came home and said
yes. I have huge respect for her.”

Workload.

“I’m busy. Right now I’ve got almost a year’s worth of projects. At first I was working seven days a week
to get my shop off the ground, now it is down to six. It took me realizing I need a day for myself and for
the people I love. This day comes back to me. But otherwise I walk up to the studio door, look at it, and
say, ‘This is the best place on earth.’ I’m not kidding, it’s my big playground. Life is very sweet because
you live it once, it happens just once. Tattoo is the same.”

To see more of Justin's work, including a time-lapse video, or to read an extended interview where he
talks about cover-ups, TV shows, and his process, go to mountainlifemag.ca
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“You do not have to live forever.

You just have to live.”
– Natalie Babbitt, Tuck Everlasting

f

Going Out

with a Bang
f

The life and times of a mountain-culture wake
By Todd Lawson

"You just have to live." Perhaps these words resonate deepest for those who live in a mountain town.
To the open mind, mountains bring a life of adventure, a touch of magic, freedoms untold. But what
they bring, they also take without reason or remorse. Mountains cause accidents and avalanches,
freezing and falling – too often they win the games we play upon their mighty peaks. Instead of
trophies, mountains take lives.
    But when a life is lost, a mountain town rallies. A wake is born. Traditionally, a wake is a ceremony
associated with death. But in a mountain town, a wake is a celebration of life. Grief doesn't arrive in
a black suit clutching flowers and wearing a frown, he comes barrelling through the door, face full of
laughter and a pint-glass raised high to the sky. People drop everything and come to remember, to
share, to honour the lives of their departed.
    “A lot of us are out many days of the year in the same conditions that take a lot of people's lives,”
says Damian Cromwell, whose best friend Brett Carlson died in a road-gap attempt near Whistler in
2000. “But when accidents happen, we get together to celebrate the lives of our friends who have
truly lived. When Brett died, a lot of good people came out of the woodwork. It was all pretty
overwhelming, lots of laughter and tears.”
BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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    For Brett's mom Anne Carlson, who came from Calgary to celebrate Brett's life with his Whistler
crew in the days after his death, overwhelming was an understatement.
    “To see the support that Brett had in Whistler, and to see how he had become such a pillar in the
community was truly incredible for us all. There were just so many magical moments. People were
lined up to talk to me that night, and I heard one story after another about my son. It was just amazing to hear how Brett had changed their lives... I wish I would've had a tape recorder,” she says,
holding back tears triggered by thoughts of the unforgettable evening. “We had people come from
every age and walk of life, they brought film clips and trays full
of slides and almost everyone there wrote letters to Brett, with
such honesty and sincerity straight from the heart. Those letters
are such a beautiful treasure. It was absolutely an amazing way
to say goodbye.”
     As much as a wake is about celebration and saying goodbye, it's also about understanding. After attending the wake of
friend and hero Trevor Petersen in 1996, Brett Carlson fully understood. In something of a chilling self-prophecy, he decided it
was exactly what he wanted should he ever pass away. “Brett
had been to Trevor's wake and called me that night, giving me
a play-by-play account of what went on and how incredible he
felt,” remembers Anne Carlson. “That wake really had a big impression on him. It was really profound. He told his girlfriend Laura
that's exactly what he would want.”
     When Anne Carlson saw Dusty's packed to the rafters for
Brett’s wake, she also understood.
    “People came up to me and said 'Would you call my parents
and explain to them why I'm in Whistler, because they don't
understand why I'm here?' Only in Whistler would you find that.
The Whistler family is just so unique, such heartfelt people.”
    People who live in mountain towns the world over seem to
understand: Life is here and now, where risks are rewarded
by face shots, cliff drops and the good life. But for outsiders
sometimes this acceptance isn't fully understood, especially in
places where the fear of dying outweighs the fear of living.
    “The way the rest of the population deals with death is entirely
different from the way us mountain folk deal with death,” says
Johnny Thrash, a long-time local who has seen his fair share of
wild Whistler wakes. “At a mountain wake, it's all about going
back in time with your friends to bask in the glory of their lives,
BRUCE ROWLES PHOTOS.
not crying because they're gone. In the mountain culture, there are high-energy people leading high-energy lives on the edge, and all surrounded by people living the same way... so we want
to truly celebrate these lives that have been cut short. I guess it's because we live so close to that
edge ourselves.”
    Thrash has seen too many buddies depart due to mountain tragedies but says honouring them is
the best way to move forward.
    “When Dave Sheets passed away, we skied all day up on the Duffy, came back to Whistler and
partied all night, and went back up to the cabin after and kept going. It was no sad time, it was a time
to relive his life for one night. That's what a wake is all about, it's a true celebration surrounded by
dear friends and family. Wouldn't you want that?”
    I think we all want that. I know I did. Especially after my brother's wake. Although it wasn't the
mountains that ultimately claimed his life, it was the mountains he lived for, and his community
wanted me to feel it. So, surrounded by 50 of my new best friends atop the summit of a small peak
in Rossland, we blasted Sean Lawson's ashes out of a spud gun, (a jerry-rigged cannon built from
large PVC tubing with an aerosol ignition system) full-on Kootenay style, scattering his spirit from a
big ball of fire and smoke. The bang ripped through the night air like a cannon, followed by a respectful silence and a roar of rowdy applause that sent shivers down my spine. Ten years later, I can still
hear that bang.
    Knowing I had inherited a new family of incredible mountain friends lifted much of the sadness
from my heart. The rest of the night was a blur of storytelling and Sean-inspired shenanigans. Tears
flowed as fast as the drinks, all in a collective outpouring of respect for a fellow life-lover.
    “He was a legend here, and we all wanted him to know it that night,” recalls Dano Reid, a Red
Mountain ski patroller and spud-gun aficionado. “Sean was a hard-charger, a life-lover. His way of life
inspired us all. I know he was there with us that night, and I know I'd want the exact same thing.”
    Me too. Wouldn't you?
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Klarify:
To Clear of
Confusion.
A local calendar pays tribute
to a lost friend

BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.

f

Inked for life and beyond
     For some, the inking ritual is part of the
grieving process – a transformation to aid healing. For others it’s a way to give thanks; a meOne of the risks of a community that gets off on
morial tattoo over the heart of a man who asks
living out on the edge is we lose a lot of friends.
to remain unnamed represents the dog who
But lost friends in the Coast Mountains leave a
dug him out of an avalanche. “He saved my life
part of themselves behind – in a circling raven
and now he’s gone. I will remember him until
that always seems to be around when you’re
the day I die,” he recalls.
getting first tracks off the Peak, or that spot
     Ritual tattooing has been around since
down by the river where time seems to almost
roughly 2000 B.C.E. and archeological records
stop and eddy back on itself with the flowing
have shown permanent body art to be prevawater. There are memories of our fallen comlent across cultures around the world, particumunity all over Sea to Sky country, often inked
larly warrior civilizations carrying the memory
right into the flesh of those left behind. Ravens,
and strength of the fallen into battle. Tattoo
snowflakes, skis, bike tires and other symbols
only became taboo when the Old Testament
will grow old with the skin and lives of many
proclaimed, “Ye shall not make any cuttings in
Coast Mountain locals who remember the partyour flesh for the dead, nor print any marks
ners taken too early.
upon you.” At that point tattooing became regarded as barbaric by ‘civilized’ culture.
    Life in the mountains is fickle, and whether
on snow, ice, rock or water, none of us expect
to die doing what we love. But it happens all
too frequently and many of us attend more
wakes than weddings and have even danced
with the reaper ourselves at some point, only to
get a reprieve for some unknown reason. If going against Leviticus to make “cuttings in your
flesh for the dead” is what allows us to heal
and carry the memories of the dead with us
every day, then the ink on our bodies is well
DAVIDMAURICESMITH.COM PHOTO. worth the pain it takes to put it there.
By Brian Finestone
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Klara Knapek arrived in Whistler in 2003. A
wide-eyed city girl, she embraced mountain culture wholeheartedly, skiing and biking with new
friends and flourishing in the yoga community.
Her passion, energy and spirit inspired those
around her as Klara quickly made friends and
settled in.
    “She was the girl you’d want to see when you
went out on the town,” says friend Christina Tottle.
“A flowerchild with a streak of wildchild, too. She
could really light up your day with that smile.”
    Tragically, Klara passed away in the mountains
in May 2008 but, true to the mountain community, her spirit and love will not be forgotten. As a
tribute, several close friends have put together a
calendar to celebrate Klara’s life.
    “The idea for this was originally sparked by
Klara not long before she left us,” says Lorne
Warburton, a friend and photographer who
spearheaded the project. “She wanted to get the
message out there, about connecting with nature through yoga.”
    Designed by Vancouver's award-winning Farmboy Fine Arts, the calendar features 11 local
yoga goddesses in different asanas (postures)
all photographed in stunning outdoor locations
from Vancouver to Pemberton. The calendar also
features a unique 'no-year' theme, where you can
write in your own dates, holidays and events.
    “Even yogis that didn't know Klara wanted to
be involved just because they'd heard of her and
the kind of person she was,” Warburton adds.
“ I think she'd be blown away — humbled by
how many people loved her and want to keep
her spirit alive. She was all about spreading the
love, and in a way we can keep this alive. The
calendar is about being soulful, with a smile...
just like her.”
    The calendar can be purchased at the Blake
Jorgenson Gallery, Neoalpine Yoga, Loka
Wellness & Yoga and other select locations.
Proceeds will benefit the Sean Lawson Young
Travelers Foundation, a unique local charity that
takes third world children on educational fieldtrips
within their own countries.

look good feel good do good

This global shoe brand takes its inspiration from
nature, with each shoe collection designed
from journeys from around the world. These
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outsole of each individual shoe, literally representing El Naturalista’s motto; ‘Walking through
Life’.
elnaturalista.ca
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Dave Short, Coast Mountains. RUSSELL DALBY PHOTO.
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Colin Puskas at the Pemberton Ice Cap, BC. Delaney Zayak photo.
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Matty Richard on Blackcomb Mountain. Andrew bradley photo.
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keygear

By Feet Banks
Padraig slippers ($20-$80)
I’m big on slippers. With a name like Feet, I have to be. So when my mom
bought these cute little slippers for my baby I felt the wooly insides and
said, “They should make these in adult size.” Turns out they do. Helen
Long has been crafting these perfectly cozy slippers from pure sheep wool,
sheepskin and leather for the past 30 years using a combo of techniques
from her Scottish homeland and Nunavut Native bands. Handmade just
down the road in North Vancouver and available in baby, or three styles of
adult (I prefer the slip-ons) Padraig slippers are simply the best way to keep
your feet warm, dry and happy this winter. I wear these things every single
day. padraigcottage.com  
Stuffits Shoe Savers ($25)
The Problem: Damp boots (shoes) and the dreaded Stink Foot.
The Solution: Stuffitts Shoe Savers. No more power-sucking boot dryers
runnin’ up your monthly electricity bill. Stuffitts absorb the toe-soup out of
your wet boots and leave em’ smelling like a red cedar forest. The zippered,
removable outer cover is made from wicking material and can be tossed in
the wash. Self-contained cedar inserts are replaceable. Kill Stink Foot and
be green – cool. – GD Maxwell stuffitts.com

Rowed Trip – From Scotland to Syria by Oar.
By Colin Angus and Julie Angus.  ($29.95)
Colin’s last adventure was the first ever self-powered circumnavigation of
the earth. Julie joined him for half the trip, including a five-month row
across the Atlantic Ocean. How do you top that? For this trip they journey
through time and into themselves, investigating their ancestry and heritage
while chasing their family roots through Scotland, Germany, and Syria.
They travel through Europe into the Middle East by rowboat via a system of
interconnected canals, and by bike when the French harbourmasters start
acting like dicks. An incredible way to experience two continents, and a
solid read. Watch for the DVD coming soon. angusadventures.com
Whistler Exposed calendar  ($20)
Nothing says ‘Merry Christmas’ like 14 months of local women (and city
imports) in bikinis atop our home mountains and amidst local landmarks.
That some of the profits go towards spinal cord injury research will only
make Santa more proud as he tucks this baby into your stocking.
whistlerexposed.com
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Dakine Team Baker pack and Cobra glove ($74.95)
This Mark Abma–designed pack (matching gloves available) is a perfect
day-touring pack for skiers or boarders with a nifty cable ski-carrying
system and an easy access avy tool/shovel pocket. I managed to cram my
shovel, probe, a good winter sleeping bag, a Thermarest, a tin cup, water
bladder, some dried soups, tea, meat, a cup, and a fuel bottle into this
thing and still zip it up. With a flask of Fireball in your pants’ cargo pocket
that makes this pack an ultra-light overnighter – provided you sleep in a
snowcave, don’t change your underwear, and your buddy packs in a stove
and the pot. (The cooking pot, buddy. In the backcountry you always bring
your own pre-rolleds.) dakine.com
Enigma Battleship Drinking Game (Priceless)
Brazilian Tony Harion has designed the newest way to pass the rainy
months of autumn or fight the depression of getting evicted from your
place when the Olympics roll into town. Much like the classic Battleship
game this little piece of genius requires you do a shot every time you take
a hit. Whoops, you sank my liver. I’m not sure where (or if) you can buy
boozy Battleship but Tony’s site is here: coroflot.com/harion

Exploring the Coast Mountains on Skis – A Guide to Ski
Mountaineering. By John Baldwin.  ($52)
The Coast Mountains stretch for more than 1500 km of deep powder and
huge, endless runs and this third edition of a local classic has everything
you need for an adventure (except the skills, balls, equipment and backcountry knowledge required of anyone who wants to survive out there).
Photos, maps, distances, trip times, advice and route information cram all
450 pages of this backcountry bible; just be sure you know what you’re
doing and how to self-rescue before you leave the couch. johnbaldwin.ca
Out West – Snow boarding, Westbeach and a New Canadian
Dream. By Dano Pendygrasse. ($14.95)
Hindsight is 20/20, unless you were wasted the whole time, and
with the history of Canadian snowboarding, most people were. But not
Pendygrasse – his classy little tome delivers a play-by-play look at the
roots and evolution of riding in this country and captures both the spirit
and facts of how a little fad became the biggest winter sport/culture going.
Loosely based on the story of the Westbeach clothing company, Out West
hits all the right nostalgic notes and waxes poetic about the early years of
DIY, Whiskey, the Westbeach Classic, Summers on the Glacier and more.
A must-have for anyone riding today. Know your history if you want to
understand (and repair) your future. westbeach.com

All-Season
Adventure Gear
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca
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Selling Squamish Real Estate
Email: mountainlifebc@me.com

Web: mountainlifemag.ca

Gena Belanger
MACDONALD REALTY LTD.
Cell 1 604 892 4012 Ofﬁce 1 604 898 1010
Toll free 1 866 758 1010
#5 40437 Tantalus Rd, Garibaldi Highlands, BC

WWW.SQUAMISHRESIDENTIAL.COM
WWW.SQUAMISHCOMMERCIAL.COM
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Prior Husume Ski
New for 2010, the Husume is the perfect backcountry
A/T or Tele ski. The ingredients are as follows: rockered pow-tip and tail, camber underfoot, moderately
long sidecut, dialed flex, 12-14 mm taper, squared
tail, maple core, sintered 4000 base. And of course
waist width…..100-106 mm providing the best of weight
savings, float, and skinning mobility. Handles well onmountain as well.
Theresa, Prior Skis and Snowboards, Whistler.
604.935.1923 priorskis.com
Salomon Lord Skis
The Lord is a freeride, all-mountain, twin-tip for advanced intermediates. The wider side cut is designed
for skiers who spend time in the back bowls in search
of fresh powder and crud. The wider width provides
great flotation yet the Lord’s progressive sidecut allows
you to carve up the groomed trails back to the valley
floor at day’s end.
Jessica, Salomon Store, Whistler. 604.905.2295
Salomonsports.com
Spudski Potato Masher
Based on the old fashioned ski pole (note the
cross stitch detail on the back of the handle)
this masher has an ergonomic, easy-to-grip
rubber handle that allows you to hold it from
the side or above. It mashes really well and
is designed to push potatoes away from the
stem for faster mashing and self-cleaning.
Designed by Black+Blum it also comes with
Martin Blum’s grandmother’s mashed potato
recipe.
Paul, Lumiaire, Squamish. 604.567.1010
lumiaire.com

Satski GPS
The end of the paper trail-map? Satsports
introduces Satski, the map of the future.
Satski not only provides point-to-point route
finding for unfamiliar territory, but for the
stats junkie, it will record your entire day
on the slopes. Get real-time speed, total
vertical and see your entire day replayed in
Google Earth 3D. Use Satski on Satsports'
sleek touchscreen GPS unit or download it
to your mobile phone for under 20 bucks.  
GPS rentals and sales available this winter
in Whistler Village. Dave, 604.902.3525
Satsportsgpscanada.com

Burton Custom Rocker Snowboard
Burton has remixed the master with the game-changing feel and effortless control of a V-Rocker, then
added souped-up edges, a softer flex, and a slightly
wider waist width to deliver a stick that’s precisely engineered to crank unbelievable turns, land more tricks,
and add amplitude to your ollies.
Jessica, Showcase Snowboards, Whistler.
604.905.2202 Showcasesnowboards.com
Arctic Cat M8 Snopro
This is an unbeatable mountain sled that’s perfectly
suited for the Sea to Sky Corridor. At 160-165 horsepower the redesigned M8 motor produces more than
enough power to break trail up the Brandywine ‘S’
chute or to be the first one back to the cabin for hot
chocolate. Whether in neck-deep pow or a freshly
groomed trail the Arctic Cat M8 handles with both ease
and agility thanks to the Fox Air Float suspension. If
you are ready to be the King of the Hill, it’s time throw
your leg over the industry-leading Arctic Cat M8.
Mark, Route 99 Motorsports, Pemberton.
604.894.6840 route99motorsports.com

Patagonia Primo Down Jacket
The deep-freeze temperatures of
Whistler’s West Bowl can't foil this
ultrawarm, waterproof jacket. Available
in men’s and women’s sizes. It has
plush 700-fill-power down insulation, a
bomber 3-layer 100% nylon shell with
2-way stretch and a Deluge® DWR (durable water repellent) finish. A welded
seam construction throughout reduces
weight and improves wet-weather performance. A 2-way-adjustable hood
accommodates a helmet and this
jacket has pockets galore for all your
crucial belongings. Hi, Street to Peak:
Street, Surf and Snow Inc. Whistler.
604.905.9000 Streettopeak.com
Dynafit Titan Boot
This is unlike any other ski boot ever made. The
Dynafit Titan is supremely powerful and sensitive
underfoot, just like a race boot. But it has the
features to tour deep into the backcountry – outstanding tour mode, lightweight, exchangeable
soles and thermo mouldable comfort. You know
you want a pair.
Jayson, The Escape Route, Whistler.
604.938.3228 escaperoute.ca

Dalbello Krypton
Pro ID Liners
The Dalbello Krypton Pro ID was
born from a great heritage and has
proven to be a favourite with many
of today’s top skiers.  The Krypton
platform allows for a wide range
of customization and adjustability.
These liners ski great and are super
warm.  The perfect combination.  
Bruce, FanatykCo Ski and Cycle,
Whistler. 604.938.9455
Fanatykco.com
Montana Saphir Tuning Machine
Is your buddy always passing you on the flats and transitions?
It could be your tune. A properly structured and ground base, along with
a good wax, will allow you to transition out of bowls quicker, which means
fewer walks. The Montana Saphir tuning machine is the fastest and most
advanced tuning robot in the universe. It can perfectly grind, sharpen
and wax more than double the amount of skis and snowboards per hour
than previous machines. So at the end of the day if you want to ride hard,
not deal with walking or skating and have enough energy for après, get a
proper tune.
Deven, Skiis & Biikes, Whistler Creekside. 877.352.7547.
Skiisandbiikes.com
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From Landfill

to Legacy
Athletes’ village now, sustainable
community later
By Brody Phillips
Driving north into Whistler used to be an unpleasant affair. Upon arriving in
Function Junction the pungent smell of rotting garbage and sewage would
hit visitors like a punch to the nose. Akin to farting on your first date, it was
not exactly a good first impression.
    But since the announcement that the 2010 Games were coming, and
2,800 athletes would need a place to crash, the south side of town has
definitely cleaned up its act. The sewage treatment centre has been upgraded and the municipal landfill relocated. In its place now stands the
Olympic and Paralympic Village, one of the Whistler's most sensible, and
sustainable, legacies.
    “All new developments are constructed with many sustainable characteristics and follow best building practices,” says Joe Redmond, President
of the Whistler 2020 Development Corporation, the management company
behind the project. “The athletes’ Village [a.k.a., Cheakamus Crossing]
takes this three steps further by providing affordable housing to Whistler
employees, by implementing a comprehensive and innovative stormwater
management system to ensure the preservation of the natural wetlands,
and by having up to 90 percent of the energy required for domestic hot water and heating coming from waste heat off the sewage treatment facility.”

60 MountainLife Spring 09

Sunny south side of the new community.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF WHISTLER 20/20.
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Lean, green, West Coast style. PHOTOS COURTESY OF WHISTLER 20/20.
     Like medieval alchemists who sought to turn metals into gold with
magic potions, the engineers behind the ambitious project make use of a
modern-day ‘elixir’ – human waste. All units within the athletes’ Village are
heated by a district energy system that pulls heat from the sewage treatment plant, where waste pasteurization creates an abundance of heat. The
excess heat (unscented of course) is then piped through a specialized heat
pump installed in each home. The heat pump also provides enough energy
to supply both hot water and in-floor radiant heating, and is expected to
provide 90 percent of the energy requirements for every home. Sitting on
the throne in Whistler now counts as a daily act of green: You’re heating
someone’s home.
     The stormwater management system is also seen as a diamond in
the sustainability rough, where a linkage of sediment ponds, rain gardens
and bio-filtration ditches all flow into a pathway of pipes that divert water
around the former landfill to prevent any ‘dirty’ water from leaching into the
river. “When the site was designed, it was done so to protect the natural
habitat. It's totally surrounded by nature,” says Redmond. “The athletes
are really going to enjoy their home away from home.”
    The athletes’ Village features 360-degree views, classic West Coast
design, a high-performance Athletes’ Centre, retail shops, a restaurant and
pub – evoking the look and feel of a little mountain village.
    “One of the main reasons I bought into this area,” says Rob Picard, a
Whistler local and soon-to-be homeowner at Cheakamus Crossing, “was
because of the high-performance Centre for athletes. But after researching
the area I am quite proud to be in such a community. It's going to be an
amazing place.”
    The après Olympic switch comes next summer, when more than 800
permanent residents will move into new homes already lived in, albeit for a
short while, by the world's best winter athletes. “I'm excited that athletes
get to come to Whistler and experience some Canadian hospitality by living
in a new local community,” says Picard. “I look forward to moving in.”
    And who knows? Perhaps his toilet will have been christened by a gold
medal winner…

The high performance Centre. PHOTOS COURTESY OF WHISTLER 20/20.
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There’s no place like home.

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.894.1333 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com

®
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food
Food
Wine Spectator ~ Award of
Excellence (2008/2009)
Vancouver Playhouse
International Wine Festival ~
Gold Glass (2007/2008)
Silver Glass (2006/2009)
Zagat rated ~ very good to
excellent (2008/2009)
Pique Newsmagazine ~ Best
Restaurant (2005 - 2009)

Sustainabili- tea
Whistler entrepreneur is changing the world,
one cup at a time

Whistler’s best kept secret.
By Katherine Fawcett

reservations 604 932.5565 | www.rimrockwhistler.com

Squamish

Whistler

Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com
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Isabelle Ranger, 34year-old founder of
Namasthé Tea Co., is
not your average cup
of Red Rose. She’s a
mountain junkie and an
entrepreneur, a sleep-aholic and a skateboarder,
an Indian-inspired mystic
with a couple of kids
and a herbalist with one of Whistler’s hottest new companies.
     “I’ve got to go mellow,” Isabelle
says, stopping for a break from
longboarding at the Whistler Skate
Park. “I broke my hip last spring and
need to let it heal. So no tricks.”
    It’s tricky enough creating, building and marketing Namasthé as a
socially responsible, environmentally conscious company with a healthy
product and keeping it all financially
feasible in today’s unstable economy. But so far, it’s working. Isabelle
has a devoted local following sipping her organic, whole-leaf teas
that combine herbal qualities with
local-grown herbs from Across the
Creek Organics in Pemberton.
     In her private herbal practice Isabelle was creating custom teas to
combat everything from sleep disorders and depression to pneumonia.
“The main drawback with medicinal
teas was they weren’t always palatable,” explains Isabelle, a graduate
of Langara College’s three-year
Herbal Consultant program. She
discovered that by adding rosehip,
mint, or   floral herbs to the mixes
she could overcome the yuck factor and before long Isabelle was
also mixing up the non-medicinal
consumer flavours she sells today
– everything from Mountain Mint to
Fresh Tracks Breakfast to EchinaChai. “Herbs like mint, chamomile,
verbena and lemon balm grow easily in the Coast Mountains,” she
adds.

anastasia chomlack photo.
      The name Namasthé is a mix
on its own – ‘thé’ reflects Isabelle’s
Francophone heritage and ‘Namaste’ is a Sanskrit greeting connoting unity and respect. Already
distributed across Canada, Namasthé is growing fast. Isabelle’s father
Benoit is a Certified Management
Accountant, the “numbers guy”
she calls him, and together they are
expanding the brand. “I just got a
call from Puerto Rico,” she says.  
“There’s a guy there who wants
to bring it in. I send it to Australia,
some places in the States. As long
as the company continues to bring
sustainable goodness to the people
it serves, I’m thrilled to see it grow.”
This summer, the all-Canadian-made
Namasthé is switching over to fully
compostable envelopes. The box is
100 percent post-consumer recycled
and printed with soy-based ink and
Isabelle donates 8 percent of net
profits to local and global wellness
projects. “It’s sustainabili-tea.”
    Isabelle says one of her keys to
success is balancing her time and
energy between family, riding, work
and sleep – not necessarily in that
order – and she always has time to
enjoy a cup. “I think tea time should
be all the time,” she says. “It’s a
sacred time, the best ritual to take
in healing herbs, healing water and
blessings in a relaxing, economical
and comforting way for all people.”
Even when enjoying a day at the
skate park, Isabelle Ranger has
time to change the world one cup
at a time.

food

Dave Barnes Illustration.

No Reservations Required
Once-secret drinking
clubs find new life as
fine-dining Supper Clubs
By Todd Lawson
Back in the dark days of prohibition,
the quest to quench one's thirst became a game of sorts. Men would
sneak outside under the cover of
darkness where the nightly hunt for
banned booze would begin. But the
consequences were too risky, thus
opening the door for a new kind
of clandestine venture, the Supper
Club.   The sophisticated gatherings, held inside the comfort of
private homes, evoked a sense of
occasion, where chefs were given
full reign over creativity. Soon, supper clubs evolved into full-on theme
nights of Epicureanism geared towards tourists at upscale resorts.
     Although the concept kept its
foot in the door of international dining culture for more than 20 years,
the underground scene was nearly
eliminated by its own popularity –
the allure of attending a secret  supper club at a hush-hush location
dwindles quickly once too many
people are  in the know.
     But a demand for alternative
dining experiences are bringing
supper clubs back from the brink.
Stepping in to serve curious Sea
to Sky foodies are dedicated chefcouple Jenna Dashney and Maxim
Ridorossi from The Foodlovers at
North Arm Farm in Pemberton. The
two hope to return to the intimacy  
of the original movement, in terms
of both company and food.
     “The Foodlovers Supper Club
began 'underground' in our home
in Whistler,” Dashney says, “and it
had the feel of a secret restaurant.
We found that people are becoming more and more interested in
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the provenance and process behind what they eat, so having the
pleasures of a fine restaurant experience in the privacy of their own
homes really allows for a certain
kind of freedom.”
    Supper clubs once tip-toed the
fine line between dinner party and
illegal restaurant, but having a catering license now eliminates any
law-breaking, and chefs can focus on
providing their guests with uniqueness, just like back in the day.
     “We love to work to a theme,”
says Ridorossi. “Whether it be a
costume party, special event, or
food themed around a guest DJ or
musician, we find that connecting
the environment to the food that we
are preparing enhances the experience even more.”
    The level of guest–chef interaction is also key. Instead of waiting
for a plate to show up on the table,
diners are encouraged to  ask questions. “Working in front of guests
in an open kitchen is unquestionably a huge draw,” says Liz Abbey from Coast Mountain Catering
in Squamish. “You're right there
in front of them with ingredients
they've never seen before, and they
really enjoy seeing how their meal
is prepared.”
    Abbey often hosts private, chefprepared dinners from Whistler to
Vancouver, and sees the idea catching fire because of supper clubs'
hassle-free aspect.
     “It's like having your own private restaurant for a night. You can
tailor the menu to suit your guests,
control the lighting, the mood, the
ambiance. It's your party and you
can focus on your friends, instead of
standing in the kitchen stressing out.”
     To book a supper club this season, contact Jenna and Maxim at
thefoodlovers.ca and Liz Abbey at
coastmountaincatering.com

voted whistler’s best tapas
“where mother nature is the chef
and the ingredients are from our backyard...
we feature innovative tapas with an
everchanging seasonal approach to our dishes…
big wines, big martinis, cozy atmosphere

Open for breakfast, lunch & dinner
summit lodge & spa 102b-4359 main street
village north 604 932 5569
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Visit a piece of Ireland today!

Our warm hearted Gaelic hospitality can’t be topped!
With a 100 Seat Patio, Live Celtic Music daily,
Whistler’s Largest Draft Beer Selection and Authentic
Celtic Pub Fare, a visit to the Dubh Linn Gate is a must!

Open from
4pm to midnight

170-4320 Sundial Crescent, Whistler, BC

604-905-4047
www.dubhlinngate.com

The Cafeteria at

Great Food, Great Prices, Squamish’s Best View

On and Off Site Catering

be a
regular to feel like one.

You don’t have to

Family friendly with kids play area l Open to the public
Open Year Round
604 898 8071
Mon-Fri : 7:00 am - 7:30 pm
Sat & Sun : 8:00 am - 7:30 pm
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www.g-vancateringsquamish.com
food.services@questu.ca

www.kegsteakhouse.com

(604) 932-5151
Across from Village 8 Cinemas

Join us in Brandy’s Bar for the game on one of our big screens.

The Cup
Bistro & Deli

FRESH SOUPS AND SANDWICHES

PRIVATE CATERING

LOCAL UNMEDICATED MEATS

EXTENSIVE LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
CHEESES AND DELI MEATS

VISIT US AT 40378 TANTALUS WAY
PHONE 604 898 5553

Kypriaki Norte Restaurant is a local’s favorite centrally located
across from the Whistler Telus Conference Center.
From succulent roast lamb to traditional Paella
to the freshest seafood and tender aged steaks, we serve
authentic Mediterranean and West Coast cuisine
accompanied by an extensive international wine list.
Our warm and friendly atmosphere will relax and rejuvenate
you after a day of skiing or a round of golf. Enjoy pre-dinner
drinks in our popular well stocked bar. Dine on our sunny
garden patio during spring and summer with views of the
incredible mountains surrounding the Whistler area.
Located across from the Conference Centre at 4122 Village green, Whistler, B.C.
Reservations: (604) 932-0600
www.kypriaki.net

A MODERN WHOLE FOODS CAFE

Gluten/Dairy Free
& Vegan Options
6:30 am - 9 pm
DAILY
9 am - 6 pm
SUNDAYS

604. 567. 4568
38084 Cleveland Ave.
Downtown Squamish

zephyrcafe.ca
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avalanche pizza
Eat in, pick-up, free delivery.  
Whistler Village by cinemas and
Creekside. 604 932 3131

Elements
"Where mother nature is the chef and
the ingredients are from our backyard...
we’re pleased to feature a fresh tapas
menu that is ever-changing using seasonal organic products” - Erin Stone,
Chef. Whistler Village. 604 932 5569

Mount Currie Coffee Co
Best coffee in Pemby.
Arbutus Street. 604 894 3388

the burrow
This place rules, A Squamish local
favourite. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way.
604 898 2801

Black squirrel
Try the legendary burgers and steaks
made from 100% Pemberton Meadows
natural beef.
The Meadows at Pemberton.
1 800 390 GOLF

Galileo
Cafe, Retail & Wholesale Coffee Beans.
Britannia Beach. 604 896 0277

QUEST cafeteria
Our goal is to provide fresh, healthy,
affordable homemade food served by
friendly accommodating staff in a beautiful setting. Squamish. 604 8998 8000

the cup
Fresh daily soups, made to order sandwiches, Pemberton Beef, Vancouver Island Pork,
Fraser Valley Chicken. Natural and Free
Run, international deli meats & cheeses.
Squamish. 604 898 5553

canadian snowmobile
Ascend to the Crystal Hut Fondue in
the comfort and coziness of our deluxe
19-passenger snowcat. Blackcomb
Mountain. 604 938 1616

The keg
Always good. But Billy Miner Pie is
Feet’s favourite dessert.
Whistler Village. 604 932 5151
  

sushi sen
Squamish’s best sushi, affordable too.
Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way. 604 898
8235

The Nest
Their mission is to offer the Squamish
community the very best in casual fine
dining with authentic recipes, fresh ingredients from around the region.
Brackendale. 604 898 4444

Dubh Linn Gate
Great beers, authentic Irish cuisine.
St Paddy’s day goes off.
Whistler Village. 604 905 4047

kypriaki norte
They serve authentic Mediterranean and
West Coast cuisine accompanied by
an extensive international wine list in a
warm and friendly atmosphere.
Whistler Village. 604 932 0400

Sushi Village
Whistler’s original sushi joint. The partyingest place in town. Whistler Village.
604 932 3330  

ZEPHYR CAFE
A Modern Whole Foods Cafe open
early for breakfast, and late for apres.
Licensed gluten/dairy free & vegan/vegetarian specialties.
Downtown Squamish. 604 567 4568   
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MONDAY
Mussels $9.99 lb
TUESDAY
2 for 1 Appetizers
WEDNESDAY Small 3 topping pizza & pitcher of Russell Lemon ale
THURSDAY Live acoustic music, Martini specials
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 1oo mile inspired 3 course menus by Chef Gabriella
SUNDAY
Prime Rib & Fresh seafood selections
Award winning Steaks and Ribs, House made bread and fresh pasta
Vegatarian Friendly, Great 3 course children’s Menus
Now open for

BREAKFAST Saturday and Sunday.

Hours of operation

Monday-Friday 5:00pm-10:00pm
Saturday and Sunday 8:00am-10:00p

Reservations: 604-898-4444 41340 Government Road, Brackendale
Check out our website for upcoming events and changes in our hours of
operation throughout the 2010 Olympics thenestrestaurant.ca.
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Phone: 604 966 7156

Email: mountainlifebc@me.com

Web: mountainlifemag.ca

The beautiful 170 acres at the base of Mount Currie
is home to Pemberton’s best new restaurant.
The Black Squirrel Restaurant and Lounge is a great
place for a romantic evening or a group event such as
a Christmas Party or seasonal get-together.
Open 6 nights per week starting November 25th,
call today to make your reservations.
Don’t forget about our free shuttle service, outdoor
starlight skating rink or our track-set cross country
ski trails.
Come out and enjoy our winter wonderland and stay
for a delicious meal or beverage.

604-894-6197
1-800-390-4653

WWW.PEMBERTONGOLF.COM
1730 AIRPORT RD
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“Worth it.”
Fj^ibdc`Zn^c\
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That’s what people say. The only
problem with Blundstone boots is
that they never seem to wear out.
Oh, people try. But after a few years
of kicking the bejeez out of them,
they’re more comfortable than ever
and still
going strong.
Expensive? Nope,
they get
cheaper by
the day.

Place your ad in our
Collector’s Edition
Olympic Issue
February 2010

The Original Available in
Brown and Black

bdjciV^ca^[ZbV\#XV

blundstone.ca

Jon Burak 604 815 1900
Todd Lawson 604 932 1974
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Vancouver: Australian Boot Company
1968 W.4th Ave. 604-738-2668
West Van: A Step Ahead
in Park Royal North 604-925-9756
Squamish: Valhalla Pure 604-892-9092
Whistler: The Escape Route
(Market Place) 604-938-3228
Pemberton Bike Company
(beside Pony Espresso) 604-894-6625

Y

We have a special interest in getting
you out there again.

For the latest trends
in Haircuts and

Physiotherapy
Massage Therapy
Acupuncture
Pedorthist (Orthotics)
Chiropractic

Colour from our
award winning Stylists

Book Online at www.goodhairday.ca

OPEN 7 DAYS & Late Nights
Todd Lawson photo

#1 salon & stylists 2003 - 2008

Open Monday-Saturday
FIND US AT: 110-1411 Portage Road,
Pemberton, BC, V0N 2L0

#202 – 1010 Alpha Lake Rd, Function Junction

www.go o dhairday.c a

where it’s all about you
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604 894 5525
www.localmotiontherapy.com
info@localmotiontherapy.com
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Billabong
Quiksilver
Element
Mavi
Silver
Ezekiel
Hurley
Nixon
Zoo York
Saxx

Peak Performance
PHYSIOTHERAPY

Injured & In Pain??
we can help....

• spinal manipulation
• sports rehab
• orthopedics

Voted Whistler’s #1 Clinic by
Locals for Over 10 Years.

BILLABONG
MAVI
SILVER
ROXY
PINK MARTINI

ESPRIT
GENTLE FAWN
KERSH
KENSIE
AND LOTS MORE!!!

chieftain
Centre Mall
Squamish BC

604 932 7555

Located in the Crystal Lodge,
Open 7 days/week
Whistler Village

CHIEFTAIN CENTRE MALL, SQUAMISH BC
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Phone: 604 966 7156

Email: mountainlifebc@me.com
Phone: 604 966Web:
7156 mountainlifemag.ca
Email: mountainlifebc@me.com
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Web: mountainlifem

mountain life
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backpage

Inukshuk. rich glass photo.

“The most important thing in the
Olympic Games is not winning but
taking part; the essential thing in life
is not conquering but fighting well.”
Pierre de Coubertin

Next issue hits the podium February 1, 2010.
Check out Mountainlifemag.ca in the meantime for
online exclusive articles, videos, dining and events guides.
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welcome to PURE...

CUSTOM FLORALS
CREATIVE WEDDINGS
LUSH WALK-IN COOLER
ECLECTIC HOME &
GARDEN DÉCOR
PICTURE FRAMING
CANVAS TRANSFERS
PLAQUE MOUNTING

FLOWER SHOP & FRAME HOUSE
38022 Cleveland Ave.
Downtown Squamish
604 892 3822
www.purecreativedesign.ca

Squamish’s Custom Frame Shop and
Unique Full Service Florist

the loft salon
HAIR TANNING NAILS
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'POUT)FMWFUJDB55
Phone: 604 966 7156
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%FTJHOFS"NFMJF
%BUF0DU 
Email: mountainlifebc@me.com

Web: mountainlifemag.ca

CALL TODAY: 604 935 0044
www.theloftsalon.com
211- 4368 Main Street, Whistler Village.
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